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“There’s always good in the bad. I will always be testing you, pushing you past your self-

imposed limits but, above all, I will always be here to support you...Forever yours, The

Universe.”Whether you realize it or not, the universe lays out your perfect plan, the steps you

take towards the dreams that are bigger and better for you. Author Madison Kelley realized this

truth as she embarked on a journey marked with independence, mystery, love, heartbreak, and

clarity. At twenty-five, she has a breadth of lessons to share. In her debut poetry collection,

What I Gave You, Kelley uses poetry to follow the ups, downs, and in-betweens of growing

up.Brimming with heartfelt detail, vivid memories, and clever lyricism, What I Gave You takes

readers on a bumpy ride through the twenty-somethings — first loves, first tastes of freedom,

first heartbreaks, and first understandings of your life’s purpose. Kelley makes an example of

her own experience. From ending long distance relationships to moving to Macau for a new job

to finding her purpose as a writer, she assures you that there are twists and turns on this

journey, and that’s okay.Most importantly, What I Gave You promises that you’ll be okay.

"What I Gave You is a beautiful piece of work" — Heather Corbally Bryant, author of Orchard

Days"Maddie Kelley writes to those who have ever had a broken heart and turned that pain

into power. Her words are gentle, painful and promising all-in-one. If you enjoy the purples and

pinks of sunsets, candlelit nights alone with a good book, and have ever felt the ache of a

broken heart, then you must read what she has in store." — Sam McDonald, bookstagrammer

@floralsandsuede "Madison Kelley is a waterfall of clever observations and brilliant phrasing.

People in their 20s will identify absolutely with where she is in this book." — Barbara Jackson,

former board member of Skagit River Poetry Foundation
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everything. This is the last thing I can give you.Note from the AuthorI think we can all agree

that 2020 wasn’t the greatest year. Though, somehow, I found freedom. In 2019, I moved from

sunny California to Macau for an exciting work opportunity. Little did I know, I would get trapped

here during a global pandemic. When lockdown first started in early March, everything seemed

fine, like it couldn’t last forever. Macau closed its borders to travelers to contain the virus. When

March turned to April, I started to get angry. I had to cancel a trip to Japan, and as April turned

to June, I was living in a haze of negative emotions. Being sequestered on this tiny island was

making me crazy. I’m sure all of you can relate, but I had no outlet to express this bubbling

frustration towards a situation I had no control over, but nonetheless exerted complete control

over me. Writing became my only release. I would stumble upon moments in which I would see

the sentences forming in front of me, and I would have to stop everything to write them down.

This was a different experience than I’d ever had before. Apart from my usual journaling in

college, I searched for inspiration and forced myself to squeeze out something artsy. But during

the pandemic, I experienced inspiration as a slap in the face, almost as if my subconscious

was urging me to deal with the situation by writing. Each time I furiously typed the words, I

would feel the most cathartic release. I wanted to tell stories, not just about myself but about

people in general. I am a zealous fiction reader and an avid anime fan, so a lot of my

inspiration comes from Saturday nights in bed consuming stories. Being in isolation strangely

gave me the space to dream, to rewrite my reality, and imagine a world in which things were

different. I started seeing incredibly vivid scenes in my head. A cold rainy night, a lonely diner

on the side of a highway, headlights and a neon sign. A brown-haired, brown-eyed, plain

looking waitress, serving coffee. Immediately I knew every detail about her, and I had to tell her

story. You’ll meet Allison later. This collection is a journey, with a clear beginning, middle, and

end, with characters that I hope you can relate to and even find yourself rooting for. As such, I

took great care in ensuring that I present my readers with not just a cohesive narrative, but also

a story that captures your heart. The beginning, Part 1, represents the departure. Leaving

home for the first time and coming to terms with who you are, especially the parts you don’t

want to face. Part 2 details the experience of being completely engrossed in someone else and

the high that comes with first love. But what comes up must come back down, and heartbreak



is a lot like turbulence. It feels like the plane is going to crash, but eventually you’ll land safely

on the ground. This brings us to Part 3: the arrival. You’ve learned more about yourself, and

more importantly, who you want to be. It feels like you finally know which direction to point your

compass. My greatest hope for this book is that you can read it and relate in some small way. If

it helps you feel seen, or helps you move on from a situation, then I couldn’t ask for anything

more. In my own life, I’m at Part 3. I am confident in the steps that I am taking towards my

future, and I can’t wait to see what lies ahead. When you close the book, I hope you feel the

same sense of serenity and settling.But before you jump in, I want to ask you a question. Do

you think poetry is boring? That it’s not for you? If you answered yes, then thank you for getting

this far into this note. However, you aren’t alone—I thought that, too. The last time I read poetry

was in high school and I was more worried about my grades than the poems. I found the

ambiguity within the poems confusing and the overall narrative difficult to relate to.

Nonetheless, I write poetry. “How can that be?” you might ask. In the highest moments of

emotion, I write. I pour every ounce of anger or sadness or happiness that I’m feeling right then

and there onto the page. Those five-, ten-, twenty-minute intervals when I’m letting myself feel

are the stories you’re about to read. For that reason, What I Gave You couldn’t be anything

other than a collection of poems. The title refers to the experiences that the universe gave me,

but it also refers to what I’m giving to you. All of these moments starting in 2014, up to today,

coming together to tell the story of being in your early twenties. First tastes of independence,

first loves, first heartbreaks, and ultimately coming to a place of peace. One where you can

look back on what was and understand how it brought you to the precipice of your future. So,

my dear reader, are you ready? In anticipation of what is to come, I wanted to give you a little

taste, an amuse-bouche, if you will. What I Gave YouDelicate paper fastened with tape Unwrap

my wordsAnd inside you’ll find What I gave you. All of my heart. The emotions I disavow The

love I reserve for a select few.All of my fantasy.The imaginary friends who live in my head The

places I wish to live when I grow up. All of my fears. The worry that I’ll never be enough andThe

times I ran from the hard choices.This is my everything All of my hopes and dreams Realized

and unrealized.My lifelineWhen my lungs could no longer process The oxygen this world

provides. Be gentle with me. But my greatest hopeIs that at the bottom of the box You won’t just

find me But yourself as well. Part 1:The DepartureRapunzelWith sunlight hair and summer sky

eyes Skilled at subverting her true sentimentsA shimmery façade boasts dazzling lies.A

proposal gilded in promises for the future:Sparkly new jobOstensibly capable of jumpstarting a

career by years.Up the towerLocked the doorBut kept the key. She gazes out, longing for what

was left behind:FriendsFamilyLove.Just behind her was the exit.Apathy sings a nauseatingly

sweet melody,“Rapunzel, Rapunzel let down your long hair.” �Not yet.She accepted a

commitmentTwo-year solitary confinement of her own making.This is supposed to be the right

thing.To protect herself from regret and heartacheShe surrenders herself to the dream That

she never had a heart to begin withBecause lies taste so much better than the truth When

they’re dripping with gold.BattlegroundLeave it to me to rip my own heart out and walk away

saying, “Oh, that doesn’t hurt at all, I’m totally fine. In fact, this is exactly what I wanted.” I have

a special talent for convincing myself in situations like this that I’m not slowly bleeding out from

loneliness. It’s incredible, actually, how I can function having completely severed the link

between my head and my heart. “Follow me! Heart is weak, governed by shit that’s fleeting,
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Lisa Kay, “Thought provoking and introspective read for all ages.. Madison Kelley may be only

25 years old with a lifetime ahead of her, but her introspective poetry was extremely relatable

to this past middle aged reader. The universal battles between heart and mind, self doubt, love,

fear, faith, and hope are feelings that all humans deal with on their journey. She shows us that

our life is an evolution of experiences that all have a purpose. Madison Kelley is a gifted writer. I

am looking forward to what the universe has in store for her.”

Tanya Taylor, “A Breath of Fresh Air: Witty, Creative and Fun. There were moments when I

pulled my head out of this book to look out, breathe in, smile and nod in acknowledgment.

Madison Kelly could be a sister or friend as her poetry in this collection is so relatable as well

as witty, beautiful and fresh. Can’t wait to read her future work!”

laynakat, “A darling afternoon read. Madison wrote a very compelling and ethereal set of

poetry for this book. It was the perfect afternoon, spent with a cup of tea and her delightful

stories. Highly recommend for vacations or the ultimate, cozy treat-yourself afternoon.”

Faith Rose Krieger, “Refreshingly relatable poems for people from all walks of life. Kelley has

clearly taken time and consideration into thoughtfully composing each and every poem in this

masterpiece. I finished this book in one sitting and even went back to read my favorites over

and over. The content within these poems is so relatable I felt like I was reading my own

personal journal, it’s truly outstanding. I purchased the kindle version, but went back and

bought a paperback version as well so I can have the experience of reading this in person.

10/10 content”

Princess of Shibuya, Tokyo, “Poetic Symphony. The author is giving away her life lessons via

her poems with wit, characters, scenic settings, and symphonic flow of chapters.Plus, you can

imagine and understand her world immediately as you carry on reading - this book is pure

escapism.Hands down I recommend this book to anyone who loves folklore poetic stories and

vibes with a touch of imagination.Congratulations to the author, Maddie Kelley for pouring labor

of love and passion into “What I Gave You” for creating a masterpiece!!!”

The book by Madison Kelley has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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